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Primitive Christianity in Crisis historically documents the collision of religions
that produced the chaotic world of Christianity of the first century A.D., a Christian
religious world essentially the same as what we see about us today. In the groundbreaking research that underlies this book, autahor/historian Alan Knight solves a
number of New Testament riddles, including the historical identity of the apostasy
that destroyed the Thyatira church, described as ‘the deep things of Satan’ in Revelation 2. There also is much new historical data from the original Gnostic Christian
texts demonstrating the range of Gnostic and Nicolaitan teachings, and their surprising similarity to modern Christian belief.
Most surprising of all, the emergence of modern Christianity in the early centuries A.D. is traced back to a great religious reformation that occurred more than six
centuries before Christ was born. This reformation produced a new spiritual religion
of the inner man in Greece, which directly competed with New Testament Christianity in the first century and ultimately absorbed it.
“Taking advantage of the latest research, Alan Knight gives a fascinating account of ancient Hellenistic religion to explain who the Gnostics were and what they
taught.” - Dr D.E. Ward, Miami University.
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